
Jade Mountain



ising majestically above the 600 acre beach front resort of Anse Chastanet, Nick Troubetzkoy’s Jade 
Mountain is a cornucopia of organic architecture celebrating Saint Lucia’s stunning scenic beauty.R





Architect owner Nick Troubetzkoy has expanded 
upon his philosophy of building in harmony 
with Caribbean nature in his creation of Jade 
Mountain. The bold architectural design 
– individual bridges leading to exceptional 
infinity pool sanctuaries and rugged stoned-
faced columns reaching towards the sky – makes 
Jade Mountain one of the Caribbean’s most 
mesmerizing resort experiences.







xpect grand sweeping spaces where bedroom, living area and an extravagant private infinity pool 
glide into one another to form extraordinary platforms floating out into nature. With the fourth 
wall entirely absent, Jade Mountain’s sanctuaries are stage-like settings from which to embrace the 
full glory of Saint Lucia’s Pitons World Heritage Site, and of course, the eternal Caribbean Sea.
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“STAR” INFINITY POOL SANCTUARY



ach of the 24 infinity pool sanctuaries at Jade Mountain is a carefully designed, individual work of 
art and architecture. All of the sanctuaries celebrate an unparalleled view of the Pitons and the 
Caribbean Sea. In all of the sanctuaries, the 4th wall is open to the views while at the same time 
allowing for complete privacy. Four rate categories of infinity pool sanctuaries have been created 
to reflect the square footage of the sanctuaries and size of pool: Star, Moon, Sun and Galaxy.
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“STAR” INFINITY POOL SANCTUARIES
The infinity pool sanctuaries which are between 1400-1800 
square feet and with infinity pools averaging 450 square feet.



“STAR” INFINITY POOL SANCTUARY



“MOON” INFINITY POOL SANCTUARY



“MOON” INFINITY POOL SANCTUARIES 
The infinity pool sanctuaries which are between 1600-1950 square 
feet in size with infinity pools averaging 650 square feet.

The sanctuaries feature more than 20 different species 
of sustainably harvested tropical hardwood, including 
Purpleheart, Greenheart, Locust, Kabukali, Snakewood, 
Bloodwood, Etikburabali, Futukbali, Taurino, Mora and 
Cabbage Wood.     



“SUN” INFINITY POOL SANCTUARY

The interior walls are finished in a crushed blush toned coral plaster quarried in Barbados. The exterior is in massive 
rough concrete and imbued with locally quarried stone, with all the window openings framed with massive 3 x 18 inch 
tropical wood mullions and muntins which are in-filled with movable jalousie louvres. The flooring exposed to the 
weather is finished in quarried coral tile from neighboring islands.



“SUN” INFINITY POOL SANCTUARIES
The infinity pool sanctuaries with 270 degree panoramic views and up to 2000 
square feet in size. The infinity pools are up to 900 square feet in size.



“GALAXY” SANCTUARIES
These are the sanctuaries JC1, JD1 and JE1 which are on the highest west-facing levels of JADE MOUNTAIN 
and enjoy the most commanding 270º panoramic views. Sanctuaries are up to 2000 square feet in size and the 
infinity pools are up to 900 square feet in size.



“GALAXY” SANCTUARY JC1



 n addition to the 24 infinity pool sanctuaries 
at JADE MOUNTAIN, there are 5 SKY whirlpool 

suites. The SKY suites are located in the lower 
hillside level of JADE MOUNTAIN and do not have 

a private infinity pool. The SKY suites are are up to 1650 
square feet, with the 4th wall open to Piton and ocean views. 
SKY suites feature a two level room lay out, with a large and 
comfortable living space and open bath design, with a raised 
couple’s whirlpool tub towering above the living space and 
also open to view.

“SKY” WHIRLPOOL SUITE



The private ozone-treated, 
heated infinity pools range 
from 450 to over 900 square 
feet. All pools feature shallow 
water lounging areas in addition 
to a large swimming area. At 
night they are illuminated with 
fibre optic lights. Guests can 
personally control the colour of 
the fibre optics in their pool. 

All of the pools have been 
surfaced entirely in one-of-
a-kind iridescent glass tiles, 
which have been specifically 
designed for Jade Mountain. 
Each of the infinity pools has 
its own individually designed 
glass tile color scheme which 
is then carried onto the 
individual bathrooms, giving 
each sanctuary its own unique 
personality.

The Infinity Pools



rapped around an infinity pool with a dazzling kaleidoscope of colors, 
the Jade Mountain Club caters exclusively to resident guests, celebrating 

James Beard Award winner Chef Allen Susser’s “Jade Cuisine.” Vegan and 
vegetarian options are always available. There are additional restaurants and 

bars at the adjoining sister property Anse Chastanet.







Hovering in space above the 
Jade Mountain Club is the 
Celestial Terrace, perfect for 
sunset cocktails or star-gazing.



Visit the resort’s organic farm, 
Emerald Estate, in the Soufriere 
hills and learn how to make 
chocolate in Jade Mountain’s 
Chocolate Laboratory.



The resort major domos 
and a dedicated resort 
team ensure outstanding 
service around the clock.



YOGA CLASSES OFFERED TWICE DAILY



A wide range of spa services can 
be enjoyed in the privacy of the 
Jade Mountain sanctuaries or 
at Kai en Ciel, Jade Mountain’s 
boutique spa and fitness studio.



ade Mountain 
guests may enjoy 
two soft sand 

beaches which 
belong to the resort’s 
600 acre estate shared 
with sister property Anse 
Chastanet. 

Jade Mountain guests 
may also enjoy Anse 
Chastanet’s restaurants  
& bars, boutiques & art 
gallery, scuba centre & 
watersports facilities as 
well as 12 miles of private 
resort hiking and biking 
trails

ANSE CHASTANET BEACH



ANSE MAMIN BEACH



ULTIMATE CASTAWAY PRIVATE BEACH DINNER






